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King of Arms, the Deputy Earl Marshal, the Lord
Great Chamberlain. So they go up the grand stair-
case to the Robing Rooms, followed by pages, ladies
of the bedchamber and the high officials of His
Majesty's household, and immediately before them,
carried by earls, go the Sword of State and the Gap
of Maintenance.
There is a long wait. The Crown Jewels, the
ancient symbols of the kingship, are being brought
to their Majesties. The King is robing as a Knight
of the Garter, the great crimson cloak with the
ermine cape is being brought to him, then the
sceptre and the Crown.
Suddenly through the hushed hall sounds a fanfare
of trumpets, and at the sound of the trumpets every
light in the House of Lords springs into life. It is a
superb moment! A ring of fire leaps up in the
galleries and stays flickering over the heads of the
peeresses; below in the great hall the scarlet robes
take on an added richness, and, precisely at this
moment, through the doors at the end of the chamber
step the King and the Queen.
With a rustle the peers and the peeresses rise and
bow. You have a vision of heralds in quartered
tunics and great thigh boots bowing low, forming
a lane through which passes this brilliant coming
to life of English history . . . the King and the
Queen wearing their crowns, hand in hand, moving
silently and slowly to their thrones, young pages
bearing their trains, little Court swords sticking up
through the slits in brocade coats, little neat legs
in white silk stockings. The pages swiftly drape
the trains. Their Majesties sit upon the gold thrones.
The Heralds group themselves on either side. The
Lord Great Chamberlain sends the Gentleman Usher

